Ad Reinhardt | Prophetic Voices: Ideas and Words on Revolution

In 1965, Ned O'Gorman returned from a tour in South America and began work on a book for Random
House that would be titled ‘Prophetic Voices: Ideas and Words on Revolution’. According to the O'Gorman
Repository at Georgetown University Manuscripts, he wrote letters to people across the country and
around the world explaining his idea and asking for their assistance in finding "the free, young,
unfamous, courageous mind...the prophetic, revolutionary, visionary imagination." He received
many responses to his idea with comments on revolution and suggestions on who to contact for essays.
Letters include those from Peter Levi, Henry Miller, Huston Smith, Susan Sontag, and Mark Van Doren.
At Georgetown University Library Special Collections Research Center, the manuscripts for the essays are
included with correspondence from the author or at the end of the series. Ad Reinhardt’s correspondence
with Ned O'Gorman dates from 1965 to 1967.
‘Prophetic Voices: Ideas and Words on Revolution’ was published Random House on 18 June 1969. Ad
Reinhardt had died, in his studio, on 30 August 1967.
The Kirkus Review of the period describes the book as, “an unusual collection of brief statements, mostly
by radical Catholics, on such varied subjects as revolution, silence, eternity, beauty, freedom, and death.
The editor's original intent was to compile ideas on mass upheaval, but the transformations most under
discussion here are inward: toward the wholeness, humanity, and joy to be found in sex (Michael Novak
on "Marriage," Thomas Merton on "Purity"), in nonviolence (James Douglass on "The Revolution of
Peace") and in the opening of self to love and death (David Rast on "Eucharist"). These inner revolutions
are opposed to the outward oppressions: racism, wealth, nationalism, speed, war. Against such delusions,
the authors prophesy with spontaneous passion, whimsy ("I like to contemplate revolutions as something
the tritons undertake for fun"), and with intoxicating mystic wordiness. Intimations and illuminations
which catch the attention of an open mind.”
Ad Reinhardt’s seven-part text for the book appears on pages 149 to 153, and is titled, ‘SHAPE?
IMAGINATION? LIGHT? FORM? OBJECT? COLOR? WORLD?’. The following is early stage work on this
Reinhardt text that attempts to identify its sources.
David Patten, September 2017

Notes on Ad Reinhardt: SHAPE? IMAGINATION? LIGHT? FORM? OBJECT? COLOR? WORLD?

[A]
SHAPE?
Good shape, bad shape, outlines, edges?
Absolute shape, square?
Horizontal, vertical shapes? Trisections?
Circle as shape, shape as circular, target, sun?
Bull's-eye, God's eye? Shape of time?
Circular heavens above, endlessness?
Square as shapelessness.

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]

[A1]
[A2]
[A3]
[A4]
[A5] God's eye?
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Ojo de Dios or God's Eye as “the power of seeing and understanding the unknown and unknowable” for
the Huichol, an indigenous people in western central Mexico, living in the Sierra Madre Occidental range
in the Mexican states of Nayarit, Jalisco, Zacatecas, and Durango. hey are best known to the world as
the Huichol, however, they refer to themselves as Wixárika in their own language. The term Wixárika
means ‘those who dress in honor of our Ancestors’.
“For more than 1,000 years, the Wixárika have made pilgrimages from their ceremonial centers in the
Sierra Madre across the Chihuahua desert to Leunar, the sacred mountain where the sun first rose. The
Wixárika pilgrims traverse over 300 miles to reach Leunar, stopping to give offerings and prayers
at dozens of sacred places along the way – the natural temples of a deeply spiritual people. They
undertake their journey, which they call their "essence," to retrace the steps of creation, repeating the
prayers of their ancestors in order to maintain the earth's equilibrium and keep their culture alive.”
Source: An Online Archive of Huichol Art, History and Culture [accessed 15.04.2016].
“For the Huichol people, art is a means of encoding and channeling sacred knowledge. It is considered a
form of prayer, providing direct communion with the sacred realm. The Huichol use beads, yarn and wood
in their imaginative work, creating elegant beaded jewelry, spiritual masks, votive bowls known as rukuri
and animal figures. Every item carries heavily symbolic, esoteric and beautifully rendered symbols.”
Source: The Huichol Center for Cultural Survival [accessed 15.04.2016].

God's Eye Collection Prayer Arrow Collection 1938
The Smithsonian Institution
Description
Type: Image
Source: National Anthropological Archives
Creators: Myers, Edwin Forgan Myers, Edwin Forgan
Notes
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Cite as: SPC Mexico Huichol NM 164789 00801700, National Anthropological Archives, Smithsonian
Institution.
Subject: God Stoolet Collection
Identifier: Local number NAA INV 00801700 Local number: OPPS NEG 83-11268
Date: 1938
Physical Description: 1 photoprint 007 in x 005 in
Additional Info: See more items in ‘Photographs of American Indians and Other Subjects 1840s-1960s’
Culture: Huichol
https://learninglab.si.edu/resources/view/532175#more-info [accessed 14.04.2016].
http://collections.si.edu/search/results.htm?q=record_ID:siris_arc_25117 [accessed 14.04.2016].

[A5] Shape of time?
George Kubler: ‘The Space of Time: Remarks on the History of Things’, 3rd ed., New Haven and London,
1965, was reviewed by Ad Reinhardt in Art News, vol. 64, January 1966, pp. 19, 61-62 [editor Thomas B.
Hess]. In the review, Reinhardt asked “How soon will artists get up enough steam of consciousness to
rise up and rescue the “hungry and the naked” among their fellow artists? He concluded by saying:
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“From past states and works of unconsciousness to present state and works of hyperconsciousness,
artists’ future states and works will be states and works of conscience.
The first word of an artist is against artists.
The first word of an art historian is against art historians.”

On pages 32 and 33 his own copy of Kubler’s ‘The Space of Time’ (chapter 2 THE CLASSING OF THINGS,
Formal Sequences: Linked Solutions – Open and Closed Sequences – Fashions), Reinhardt underlined the
following sections in either blue or black:
five polar opposites [black]
in the realization of form [blue]
(linear-painterly; surface-depth; closed-open; multiplicity-unity, absolute-relative clarity) [black]
three-part division [black]
of each by [blue]
archaic, classic, and baroque stages. A fourth state called mannerism [black]
(the sixteenth century) [blue]
between classic and baroque. [blue]
promoted the rococo and neo-classic styles to the dignity of stages in the life-cycle. [blue]
Wölfflin’s categories [black]
[paragraph break]
neglected the individual qualities of things and artists in trying to frame general observations concerning
their classes. [blue]
a biological conception of the nature of the history [blue]
Henri [blue]
Focillon’s [black]
rhetorical display [blue]
formalist [black]
[paragraph break]
Conventional histories [black]
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miss both the minute and main details of artistic activity [black]
without purpose or plan [blue]
[paragraph break]
FORMAL SEQUENCES
Every important work of art can be regarded both as a historical event and as a hard-won solution to
some problem. [blue]
chain of solutions [black]
[paragraph break]
[paragraph break]
finite yet uncharted domain of mental forms. [black]
closed, completed series [black]
belonging to the past [blue]
[paragraph break]
series therefore implies a closed grouping [black]

Ad Reinhardt Foundation/The Brooklyn Rail
“George Kubler, like Ad Reinhardt, seems concerned with “weak signals” from “the void.” Beginnings and
endings are projected into the present as hazy planes of “actuality.” In The Shape of Time: Remarks on
the History of Things, Kubler says, “Actuality is . . . the interchronic pause when nothing is happening. It
is the void between events.” Reinhardt seems obsessed by the “void,” so much that he has attempted to
give it a concrete shape – a shape that evades shape.”
– Robert Smithson: ‘Quasi-Infinities and the Waning of Space’, Arts Magazine, November 1966.
Source: http://brooklynrail.org/2014/01/ads-thoughts-and-practices/ad-reinhardt-and-the-shape-of-time
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[A6] Circular heavens
It is spread out through the square Earth.
It swirls throughout the circular Heavens.
Swirling and swirling!
None can grasp its Gateway.
From the Baixin (Purifying the Mind) chapter of the Guanzi ('Master Guan') said to have been collected by
Guan Zhong, counsellor of Duke Huan of Qi (r. 685-643) and comprising Daoist theories of selfcultivation, the relationship between the body and mind, and the development of Huang-Lao political and
economic thought in the state of Qi during the Spring and Autumn period.
Also:
"To have explored the celestial regions, and traversed the circular heavens in thought."
– [Horace] in Vol. V of 'Philosophical Essays (1810) and published as 'The Collected Works of Dugald
Stewart', University of Michigan, 1854.
Also:
There is a traditional iconological program, to the layout: a Christ Pantocrator in the crown of the dome,
surrounded by Seraphim and Arch angels; the four Evangelists in the pendentives, mediating between
the circular heavens above and the square, earthly world below; and holy scenes from this world on the
walls lower down.
– Zeus Guide: 'Travel Guide to Skyros island, Chora'.
[A6] endlessness?
Such is the endlessness, yea, the intolerableness of all earthly effort.
– Herman Melville: 'Moby-Dick; or, The Whale', 1851.
The Eastern perspective begins with an awareness of the "immeasurable vastness" and "endlessness of
things" out there, and as things get smaller as they get closer, the viewer ends up by losing (finding?)
himself in his own mind.
– Ad Reinhardt: 'Cycle Through the Chinese Landscape', Art News (New York), December 1955.
[A7] Square as shapelessness
...or, finally, the square might have been left to its own shapelessness...
– Saturday Review: 'The Rebuilding of the Tuileries' 1866 in The Eclectic Magazine of Foreign Literature,
Science, and Art, Volume 4.

[B]
IMAGINATION?
Imagining? Imaging? Imagery? Image?
Imaginary-museum, image of timelessness?
Image of emptiness, empty image?
Imaginationless, fantasyless, surrealistless?
Imagelessness?

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]

[B1] Imaging?
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Any young artist involved in composition of visioning or imaging would be backward.
– Bruce Glaser: ‘An Interview with Ad Reinhardt’, Art International, Winter 1966-1967.
THE untimely death of Ad Reinhardt at the age of 53 is an event that prompts some reflection on the
nature of his accomplishment as an artist. Reinhardt was not, surely, a major painter, but his ideas and
example had come to signify something important for a generation of artists younger than himself.
– Hilton Kramer: 'Ad Reinhardt's Quest; Act Reinhardt', The New York Times, 10 September 1967, p163.
Anna Reinhardt remembers her father buying many copies of The Shape of Time to give to younger
artists who would be receptive to it, including Robert Smithson. “If you want to understand modern art,
read this,” he said as he handed a copy to sculptor Mary Fuller.
– Jarrett Earnest: 'Ad Reinhardt and The Shape of Time', Brooklyn Rail, 2014.
[B1] Imagery?
“One must first eliminate irrelevant matters and dispel illusions”
Islam-religious imagery as infamous, idolatrous
Never contending, never striking, “lying hidden”
Love of fame – vanity of vanities
Nameless and fameless and “leaving no trace”
Action as a last resort
– Ad Reinhardt: '[Imageless Icons]', unpublished, undated.
[B1] Image?
The Image of art is not an image.
– Ad Reinhardt: ART IN ART IS ART-AS-ART (Art-as-Art Dogma, Part III), Lugamo Review, 1966.
[B2] Imaginary-museum
Glaser: What are the absolute standards then?
Reinhardt: Well, if they are not anything you can pin down easily, you can certainly say what they are
not. This is the whole point of André Malraux’s imaginary museum, the museum without walls.
– Bruce Glaser: ‘An Interview with Ad Reinhardt’, Art International, Winter 1966-1967.
"...the musée imaginaire is our imaginary collection of all the works, both inside and outside art
museums, that we today regard as important works of art.”
La photographie des tableaux a joué un rôle moins complexe. Comme jadis la gravure, elle étendait notre
connaissance plus qu’elle ne touchait notre admiration, notre connaissance, ou notre curiosité, car
nombre de ces photos ont joué le rôle d’ambassadeurs, jusqu’au développement des nouveaux
procédés de reproduction en couleurs.
Ils sont loin d’être parfait, et ne le sont jamais lorsqu’ils reproduisent un original de grandes dimensions.
Leur progrès, en vingt ans, a pourtant été saisissant. La reproduction ne rivalise pas avec le chefd’oeuvre présent : elle l’évoque ou le suggère. Vouloir la rejeter en raison de ses faiblesses est aussi vin
que l’était, naguère, vouloir rejeter le disque. Elle ne fait pas plus négliger les originaux, que le disque n’a
fait négliger le concert. Elle nous mène à contempler ceux qui nous sont accessibles, non à les oublier ;
et s’ils sont inaccessibles, qu’en connaîtrions-nous sans elle ?
Or l’histoire de l’art depuis cent ans, dès qu’elle échappe aux spécialistes, est l’histoire de ce qui est
photographiable.
– André Malraux: 'Le musée imaginaire', Paris, Gallimard, 1965.
[B3]
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[B4]
[B5] Imagelessness?
Further, Mahamati, when the existence and nonexistence of the external world are understood to be due
to the seeing of the Mind itself in these signs, [the Bodhisattva] can enter upon the state of
imagelessness where Mind-only is, and [there] see into the Solitude which underlies the discrimination of
all things as being and non-being, and the deep-seated attachments resulting therefrom. This being so,
there are in all things no signs of a deep-rooted attachment or of detachment. Here Mahamati, is nobody
in bondage, nobody in emancipation, except those who by reason of their perverted wisdom recognize
bondage and emancipation. Why? Because in all things neither being nor non-being is to be taken hold
of.
– The Lankavatara Sutra, Chapter LXVIII, ‘Perfect Knowledge, or Knowledge of Reality’, trans. D. T.
Suzuki, 1932.
What is not there is more important than what is there
“Art is the light of the heavens and the earth”
Only one way of looking at it
Imagelessness, after-imagelessness
– Ad Reinhardt: '[Imageless Icons]', unpublished, undated.
Only a standardized, prescribed, and proscribed form can be imageless, only a stereotyped image can be
formless, only a formularized art can be formulaless.
– Ad Reinhardt: ‘TIMELESS IN ASIA’, Art News (New York), January 1960 and [ART–AS–ART], Art
International, December 1962, and quoted in Barbara Rose, 'ABC Art', Art in America, October-November
1965.
There is just one image, one imagelessness, one plane, one depth, one flatness, one color, one
colorlessness, one light, one space, one time.
– Ad Reinhardt: ‘Poor.Old.Tired.Horse’ no. 18 (Ian Hamilton Finlay, 1966) and THERE IS JUST ONE
PAINTING (Art-as-Art Dogma, Part XII), Artforum (New York), March 1966.
World of imagelessness, silence
Action arts speak louder than voids
– Ad Reinhardt: [WORLDLINESS], Unpublished, undated notes.
…maybe I’ve been the most consistent since the ’30s on this point of view now as a kind of insisting on
imagelessness. There wasn’t so much talk about an image at that time. I think the Abstract
Expressionism introduced the idea of the image or something like that. But the idea of meaninglessness
then, George L.K. Morris and others – the abstract painters were always attacked as being meaningless
and sterile and cold and intellectual. And later on those terms I picked them up and they became good
terms. Meaninglessness became very respectable, everybody was reading Kierkegaard and Kulick and
Sartre. And then I picked up the idea of imagelessness myself in Islamic art, Byzantine iconoclasm, and
the Puritanism and – well, the ancient Hebraic and Islamic distrust of images. I kidded around with them
about it but anyway I maintained that point of view. I still have it today.
…
I was pleased when Barbara Rose wrote a piece called “ABC Art” recently in Art in America in which – I
wasn’t aware of it – but she thought that I had some relation to a whole new kind of geometric or ethnic
painting or whatever it was – imageless painting.
– Harlan Phillips: ‘Oral history interview with Ad Reinhardt’, c1964, Archives of American Art.
...Reinhardt was always one of the liveliest sprits in the art world, though from time to time he would be
chided as the heretical black monk of Abstract Expressionism, or the legendary Mr. Pure...
...
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The art I have been talking about is obviously a negative art of denial and renunciation. Such protracted
asceticism is normally the activity of contemplatives or mystics... Like the mystic, in their work these
artists deny the ego and the individual personality, seeking to evoke, it would seem, the semihypnotic
state of blank unconsciousness, of meaningless tranquility anonymity that both Eastern monks and yogis
and Western mystics, such as Meister Eckhart and Miguel de Molinos, sought. The equilibrium of a
passionless nirvana, or the negative perfection of the mystical silence of Quietism require precisely the
kind of detachment, renunciation, and annihilation of ego and personality we have been observing.
– Barbara Rose: 'ABC Art', Art in America, October-November 1965.
The premise extends to the formalist edge of Pop (certain hard-edge, minimal and hybrid works being
Imageless Pop; the whole a Greater Pop).
– Peter Plagens: 'Present-Day Styles and Ready-Made Criticism', Artforum 5, no. 4, December 1966.
Note: the same issue as Irving Sandler's article 'Reinhardt: the purist blacklash' [Reinhardt had "adopted
negation as a means of achieving his absolute"].

[C]
LIGHT?
Harsh, soft, reflected, absorbed, transparent light?
Soft lights, sweet music, sweeter unheard music?
Frozen-music architecture? Gothic-Greek light?
Twilight-light, twilight-time, twilight-space?
Broken, baroque, dissolved light?
Iridescence, evanescence, transcendence light?
Luminous-numinous? Rome-versus-East light?
Darkness, grayness, greyness, dullness light?
Lightlessness.

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]

[C1]
[C2] sweeter unheard music?
Heard melodies are sweet, but those unheard
Are sweeter; therefore, ye soft pipes, play on;
Not to the sensual ear, but, more endear'd,
Pipe to the spirit ditties of no tone.
– John Keats: 'Ode on a Grecian Urn', 1819.
There they were, dignified, invisible,
Moving without pressure, over the dead leaves,
In the autumn heat, through the vibrant air,
And the bird called, in response to
The unheard music hidden in the shrubbery,
And the unseen eyebeam crossed, for the roses
Had the look of flowers that are looked at.
– T. S. Eliot: 'Burnt Norton', 1935.
[C3] Frozen-music architecture?
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, quoted in Peter Eckermann’s Conversations with Goethe, and used earlier
by Friedrich von Schelling in 'Philosophie der Kunst' as “[Architecture] is music in space, as it were a
frozen music.”]
[C3] Gothic-Greek light?
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Sans-serif typeface designed in 1902 by Morris Fuller Benton (1872 - 1948).
[C4]
[C5]
[C6] transcendence light?
The Quranic doctrine. Knowledge of this kind, i.e., the transcendence (tanzih) and the declaration of
immaculateness (taqdis) or sacredness.
– James Windrow Sweetman: 'Islam and Christian Theology: A Study of the Interpretation of Theological
Ideas in the Two Religions, Volume 2', Lutterworth Press, London, 1967.
Light was transcendence, was God Himself. Ibn al-'Arabi does not directly duplicate al-Suhrawardi's
hierarchy of lights but he makes his position very clear: Everyone who perceives must have some
relationship to the light, by which he is made able to perceive, and everything which is perceived has a
relationship with God (al-Haqq) Who is Light..."
– Ian Richard Netton: Allah Transcendent: Studies in the Structure and Semiotics of Islamic Philosophy,
Theology and Cosmology, 1994.
[C7]
[C8]
[C9]

[D]
FORM?
Spirit, spirit of forms, forms of forms?
Form of forms, formalism, uniform? One form?
Styles-cycles, archaic, classic, late forms?
Broken-forms, Impressionism, empty forms?
Bad form, good form, right, wrong form?
Form follows function-filthy-lucre?
Form without substance? Without end? Without time?

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]

[D1] spirit of forms
Elie Faure: 'History of Art The Spirit Of The Forms', 1927. Translated from the French by Walter Pach and
published Harper and Brothers, 1930.
"The Spirit of Forms is the final volume of the famous History of Art, a crowning achievement for Elie
Faure. But whereas most of the History follows the centuries in chronological order, jumping from
civilization to civilization and bringing the continents together, this final volume touches upon the heart of
artistic creation. The author compares the metallic structure of the Eiffel Tower to the flying buttresses of
Notre Dame, a tortoise shell to the Freyssinenet dirigible hangars at Orly airport in Paris. In these
passages, art is seen as having arisen with the dawn of life itself."
– Jean-Louis Ferrier
This fifth volume concludes Elie Faure's history of art. It is too philosophical for the average reader, is not
necessary to the history, and need only be added by larger libraries that wish to round out the series. See
BBooklist 27:195. Jan. '31.
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– Wisconsin Library Bulletin, Volumes 27-28, Division of Library Services, Department of Public
Instruction, 1931.
[D1] forms of forms?
The most remarkable adaptation is probably that of Aquinas, who distinguished the spiritual world with
its " subsistent forms " (formae separatae) from the material with its " inherent forms " which exist only
in combination with matter. Bacon, returning to the physical standpoint, maintained that all true research
must be devoted to the discovery of the real nature or essence of things. His induction searches for the
true " form " of light, heat and so forth, analysing the external " form " given in perception into simpler "
forms " and their " differences." Thus he would collect all possible instances of hot things, and discover
that which is present in all, excluding all those qualities which belong accidentally to one or more of the
examples investigated: the " form " of heat is the residuum common to all. Kant transferred the
term from the objective to the subjective sphere. All perception is necessarily conditioned by pure " forms
of sensibility," i.e. space and time: whatever is perceived is perceived as having special and temporal
relations (see Space and Time; Kant). These forms are not obtained by abstraction from sensible data,
nor are they strictly speaking innate: they are obtained " by the very action of the mind from the coordination of its sensation."
– Encyclopædia Britannica / Form, 1911.
[D2] One form?
The one work for the fine artist, the one painting, is the painting of the one-size canvas, the single
scheme, one formal device, one color-monochrome, one linear-division in each direction, one symmetry,
one texture, one free-hand brushing, one rhythm, one working everything into dissolution and one
indivisibility, each painting into one overall uniformity and non-irregularity. Everything into irreducibility,
unreproducibility, imperceptibility.
– Ad Reinhardt: [ART-AS-ART], Unpublished notes, 1962-63.
There is just one truth in art, one form, one change, one secrecy. / There is just one direction, one
directionlessness, one size, one sizelessness, one form, one formlessness, one formula, one
formulalessness, one formulation. / Secret principle, one form, continuous connection in time, where to
cut, cleavage?
Artist, one who works upon forms and whom forms work upon...
– Ad Reinhardt: THERE IS JUST ONE PAINTING (Art-as-Art Dogma, Part XII), Artforum (New York), March
1966.
One form plays through all art, one cycle, one evolution Prime pattern Waste of ritual by minor work
– Ad Reinhardt: ONE, Unpublished, undated notes.
We witness not only the political but also, and primarily, the artistic attack on art in all its forms, on art
as Form itself. The distance and dissociation of art from reality are denied, refused, and destroyed; if art
is still anything at all, it must be real, part and parcel of life—but of a life which is itself the conscious
negation of the established way of life, with all its institutions, with its entire material and intellectual
culture, its entire immoral morality, its required and its clandestine behaviour, its work and its fun.
– Herbert Marcuse: 'Art as Form of Reality', New Left Review I/74, July-August 1972.
[D3] Styles-cycles, archaic, classic, late forms?
The one evolution of art forms unfolds in one straight logical line of negative actions and reactions, in one
predestined, eternally recurrent stylistic cycle, in the same all-over pattern, in all times and places,
taking different times in different places, always beginning with an "early" archaic schematization,
achieving a climax with a "classic" formulation, and decaying with the "late" endless variety of
illusionisms and expressionisms. When late stages wash away all lines of demarcation, framework, and
fabric, with "anything can be art", "anybody can be an artist", "that's life", "why fight it", "anything
goes", and "it makes no difference whether art is abstract or representational", the artists' world is a
mannerist and primitivist art trade and suicide-vaudeville, venal, genial, contemptible, trifling.
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– Ad Reinhardt: "ART-AS-ART", Art International (Lugano), December 1962 and [THE CONTEXT OF ART],
Unpublished notes, 1963.
c. Archaic color--brick-brushwork impressionism and Black and white constructivist-calligraphic of the
late forties
– Ad Reinhardt: [FIVE STAGES OF REINHARDT’S TIMELESS STYLISTIC ART-HISTORICAL CYCLE],
Unpublished notes, 1965.
[D4] empty forms?
No other art or painting is detached or empty or immaterial enough.
– Ad Reinhardt: ‘ART-AS-ART”, Art International (Lugano), December 1962.
[D5] Bad form, good form, right, wrong form?
35. The re-categorization of good artists who after long years of hard pushing start pushing bad work.
36. The remonstrance of bad artists who after long years of hard pulling start pulling off good work.
– Ad Reinhardt: 39 ART PLANKS: PROGRAMS FOR “PROGRAM” PAINTING (Art-as-Art Dogma, Part VII),
Art Voices (New York), Spring 1963, and read at the ‘Destruction in Art Symposium’ (DIAS), Africa
Centre, London, September 1966
[D5] right, wrong form?
Artist does not have to be told what’s right, what’s wrong
– Ad Reinhardt: [THE PRESENT SITUATION IN ART], Unpublished notes, 1966.
[D6] function-filthy-lucre?
Who must be reproved: who subvert whole houses, teaching the things which they ought not, for filthy
lucre's sake.
– Epistle to Titus 1:11.
Devil, filthy tricks, magic dirt, mud-clay, body as fallen, filthy
Time is money, money talks, money is guilt, giver lose guilt
– Ad Reinhardt: [THE PRESENT SITUATION IN ART], Unpublished notes, 1966.
[D7] Form without substance?
The substance of art is not substance.
– Ad Reinhardt: ART IN ART IS ART-AS-ART (Art-as-Art Dogma, Part III), Lugano Review, 1966.
I have transformed myself in the zero of form and dragged myself out of the rubbish-filled pool of
Academic art.. I have destroyed the ring of the horizon and escaped from the circle of things, from the
horizon-ring which confines the artist and the forms of nature. ... To reproduce beloved objects and little
corners of nature is just like a thief being enraptured by his legs in irons.
– Kazimir Malevich: 'From Cubism and Futurism to Suprematism, The New Realism in Painting', 1915.
[D7] Without end?
But Israel shall be saved in the LORD with an everlasting salvation: ye shall not be ashamed nor
confounded world without end.
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– Isaiah 45:17.
Unto him be glory in the church by Christ Jesus throughout all ages, world without end.
– Ephesians 3:21.
[D7] Without time?
For eternity is not an awareness of everlasting time, but an awareness which is itself totally without time.
– Thomas Merton: 'New Seeds of Contemplation', 1949.

[E]
OBJECT?
Subject, objective, non-objective, non-subjective?
Object of art, object-art, op-art? Antique?
Subjectlessness, mattertlessness, thinglessness?
Objectlessness.

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

[E1] Subject, objective, non-objective, non-subjective?
The one history of painting progresses from the painting of a variety of ideas with a variety of subjects
and objects, to one idea with a variety of subjects and objects, to one subject with a variety of objects, to
one object with a variety of subjects, then to one object with one subject, to one object with no subject,
and to one subject with no object, then to the idea of no object and no subject and no variety at all.
There is nothing less significant in art, nothing more exhausting and immediately exhausted, than
"endless variety."
– Ad Reinhardt: ‘ART-AS-ART”, Art International (Lugano), December 1962.
[E2] Object of art
The object of art is not the object.
– Ad Reinhardt: 'ART IN ART IS ART-AS-ART (Art-as-Art Dogma, Part III), Lugamo Review, 1966.
[E2] op-art?
Op Art, incidentally, was widespread...
– Lawrence Alloway lecture at the Guggenheim, New York, in April 1965, and subsequently 'Notes on Op
art' in Gregory Battcock (ed): 'The New Art', E.P.Dutton & Co. Inc, New York 1966.
[E3] Subjectlessness
“predmet” (subject/subject matter) and “bespredmetnoe issledovanie” (objectless study) in Malevich’s
“Therefore, raz-um (reason) is an invention of man, which he uses to assault the fortifications of the
universe—which have neither a beginning nor an end, neither a roof nor a foundation, and no single
whole.”
– Kazimir Malevich: 'Suprematizm. Mir kak bespredmetnost', ili vechnyy pokoy' [World as NonObjectivity / The Non-Objective World, or Eternal Quiet / The World as Objectlessness: The Manifesto of
Suprematism], 1927.
[E4] Objectlessness
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Art no longer cares to serve the state or religion it no longer wishes to illustrate the history of manners, it
wants to have nothing further to do with the object, as such, and believes that it can exist, in and for
itself, without 'things' (that is, the "time-tested well-spring of life").
– Kazimir Malevich: 'Suprematizm. Mir kak bespredmetnost', ili vechnyy pokoy' [World as NonObjectivity / The Non-Objective World, or Eternal Quiet / The World as Objectlessness: The Manifesto of
Suprematism], 1927.
The Christians, having defeated the pagans, turned their temples into Christian ones, replaced their Gods
with their own Gods, and erected their understanding of the objectless world… Modernity seeks to
establish the new light, that is, new knowledge, in the study of nothingness.
– Kazimir Malevich: 'Khristiani, pobediv iazychnikov...'

[F]
COLOR?
Red, white, blue, flying colors?
Green, orange, purple, glossy-black?
Black as color, black as non-color, no-color?
Colorfulness, color interest?
Interest is of no interest in art.

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]

Art-of-color versus art-of-painting?
Color-engineering, color-psychology?
Color-symbolism, symbolic-color, colored-symbols?
Colored crayons, chalks, markers?
Prism, spectrum, rainbow? Color-field?
Race-color, rat-race, dogma-eat-dogma, holy cats?
Topcat, birds of a color feather together?
Horse of a different color?
Hue, tone, tint, tinge, dye, shade, glow, flush, key?
Pigment, wash, distemper, stain, grain, daub?
Pure, primary, primitive, barbaric, emblazon?
Local-color, value, disguise, flesh, blush?
Broken-color, baroque-color, polychromatism?

[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]
[11]
[12]
[13]
[14]
[15]
[16]
[17]
[18]

Monochrome, tone down, wash out, bleach, blanch?
Discolored, pallor, pallid, pale?
Dull, cold, muddy, leaden, wan, dun, sallow?
Dead, dingy, ashen, lack-lustre?
Blackness, darkness, chiaroscuro?
Jet, ink, ebony, coal, pitch, soot, charcoal, ivory, lamp?
Right and wrong, wrong color, makes-no-difference?
Colorlessness.

[19]
[20]
[21]
[22]
[23]
[24]
[25]
[26]

[F1] Red, white, blue, flying colors?
Kazimir Malevich / ‘Suprematist Composition: Airplane Flying’, 1914. Oil on canvas. 22 7/8 x 19" (58.1 x
48.3 cm). Exhibited at the ‘Last Futurist Exhibition of Paintings 0.10 (zero-ten) in Petrograd, and now in
the collection of the Museum of Modern Art, New York, 1935. Acquisition confirmed in 1999 by agreement
with the Estate of Kazimir Malevich and made possible with funds from the Mrs. John Hay Whitney
Bequest.
"In 1935 Alfred Barr, prescient as ever, managed to smuggle a group of Malevich’s paintings out of
Germany, where they were in danger of being destroyed as part of the campaign against “degenerate
art.” Barr had come to Germany looking for works to include in his “Cubism and Abstract Art” exhibition
at the Museum of Modern Art in 1936. (Two of the canvases he brought out rolled up in his umbrella—
fortunately it wasn’t raining when he crossed the frontier.) Seven of the fifty-five Malevich oils known to
have been exhibited in Berlin eventually found their way into the Museum of Modern Art’s collections."
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– John Golding: 'Supreme Suprematist', The New York Review of Books, 17 January 1991
Also ref. Kostas Arvanitis: 'Museums and Restitution: New Practices, New Approaches', Routledge, 2016,
p157.
[F2] Green, orange, purple, glossy-black?
...black eyes, purple patches, green horns...
– Ad Reinhardt: Footnote to ‘A CONTRIBUTION TO A FUTURE JOURNAL OF SOME FUTURE ART
HISTORIAN’, Unpublished notes, 1958.
[F3] Black as color, black as non-color, no-color?
BLACK
Black is negation.
• Ministers, priests, solemn token of absolute principles
• Sure, inexorable
• Erudite philisophy, homely aphorism, proverbs, adages
Infinite, inevitable
Complete, insoluble mystery
Funeral
(Dislike of black, clinging to life, naivete) (superstitions, fear)
Unconditional demands
Black, morbidity, despair?
Death
Inevitability of fate
Nothingness, negation

Blue, carnal man regenerated, made spiritual

Worldly, immutable, stark
Regal (not pompous)
Dignified (not officious)

worldly-wise
universal, sober
patience, perseverance

True substance, weight
Sophisticated
Passivity
Non-exciting
Arbitrary, if not artificial

Deliberation, introspection

Private life different than public life
Schizophrenic
Mystery
Not carefree
Game, wit, cleverness, removed from the ordinary
Conventionality
Leave real personalities at home

\

Assume a proper, polite maned

/

evening clothes
Mother-pastel, Father-darker shades
Concentration on self
– Ad Reinhardt: ‘Black’, Unpublished, dated notes.
[F4] Colorfulness, color interest?
...dark (lightless) no-contrasting (colorless) colors...
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– Ad Reinhardt: [THE BLACK-SQUARE PAINTINGS], published as ‘Autocritique de Reinhardt’ Iris-Time (Iris
Clert, Paris), 10 June 1963.
[F5] Interest is of no interest in art.
I finally made a program out of boredom. After all these years I think now that for a long time I’ve
paraphrased Schopenhauer, saying, “Interest is of no interest in art.”
– Ad Reinhardt: ‘Monologue’, Excerts from an interview with Mary Fuller, taped 27 April 1966.
[F6] Art-of-color versus art-of-painting?
I’d like then to talk about black in art – monochrome, monotone, and the art of painting versus the art of
color.
– Ad Reinhardt: ‘BLACK AS A SYMBOL AND CONCEPT’, artscanada, 1967.
[F7]
[F8] Color-symbolism, symbolic-color, colored-symbols?
As an artist and painter I would eliminate the symbolic pretty much, for black in interesting not as a color
but as a non-color and as the absence of color.
– Ad Reinhardt: ‘BLACK AS A SYMBOL AND CONCEPT’, artscanada, 1967.
[F9] Colored crayons
1915 Gets crayons for birthday...
– Ad Reinhardt: CHRONOLOGY BY AD REINHARDT, Jewish Museum catalogue, November 1966 to January
1967.
[F10] Color-field?
Term used to describe the work of Helen Frankenthaler, Kenneth Nolan, Morris Louis, Jules Olitski, and
others at the Los Angeles County Musuem in 1964, and co-organised by Clement Greenberg and L. C.
Museum curator James Elliott.
[F11] rat-race, dogma-eat-dogma
...the great chain of aesthetic corruption – the Art World as a "dogma eat dogma" rat-race. In his best
known domain – the 5-by-5-foot black canvases...
– Lucy R. Lippard: Arts Magazine, Volume 51, Art Digest Incorporated, 1976.
[F11] holy cats?
Great stuff at the club last Friday, you don’t know what you missed...Resnick and Reinhardt from the
floor, holy cats, like the good old days, where was you?
– Ad Reinhardt: Letter to Harold Rosenberg, c. 1960-62, Rosenberg Papers, Box 2, Folder 5.
[F12]
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[F13] Horse of a different color?
White above black in our culture
"Black as sin," evil, ignorance, wickedness
White, beauty, purity, white-goddess, white prince, black knight
Cowboy-hero-white-hat-horse, black villian
...
– Ad Reinhardt: Unpublished, undated notes
I might, also, touch on some religious aspects of black, because I’ve been called a number of names like
“the black monk” and so on. I suppose it began with the Bible, in which black is usually evil and sinful
and feminine. I think a whole set of impositions have affected our attitude toward white and black – the
cowboy with the white hat and white horse, and the villain with the black gloves.
– Ad Reinhardt: ‘BLACK AS A SYMBOL AND CONCEPT’, artscanada, 1967.
[F14] Hue, tone, tint, tinge, dye, shade, glow, flush, key?
(ii) SPECIFIC LIGHT 428. Color. -- N. color, hue, tint, tinge, dye, complexion, shade, tincture, cast, livery,
coloration, glow, flush; tone, key.
– Roget's Thesaurus: Entry 428 (Color), included in John Donne, Izaak Walton: 'Devotions Upon
Emergent Occasions: Together with Death's Duell', Library of Alexandria, 1926.
[F15] Pigment, wash, distemper, stain, grain, daub?
(ii) SPECIFIC LIGHT 428. Color. pigment, coloring matter, paint, dye, wash, distemper, stain; medium;
mordant; oil paint &c. painting 556.
– Roget's Thesaurus: Entry 428 (Color), included in John Donne, Izaak Walton: 'Devotions Upon
Emergent Occasions: Together with Death's Duell', Library of Alexandria, 1926.
[F16] Pure, primary, primitive
(ii) SPECIFIC LIGHT 428. Color. pure color, positive color, primary color, primitive complementary color;
three primaries; spectrum, chromatic dispersion; broken color, secondary color, tertiary color. local color,
coloring, keeping, tone, value, aerial perspective.
– Roget's Thesaurus: Entry 428 (Color), included in John Donne, Izaak Walton: 'Devotions Upon
Emergent Occasions: Together with Death's Duell', Library of Alexandria, 1926.
[F16] barbaric
Colors are barbaric, unstable, primitive, “woven into the
fabric of life,” “cannot be completely controlled,” “and
should be concealed”
“Blacked-out,” non-color,
beyond color, shape, line
monochrome, monotone, Chinese, Guerinca
– Ad Reinhardt: “BLACK”, Unpublished, undated notes.
[F16] emblazon
(ii) SPECIFIC LIGHT 428. Color. V. color, dye, tinge, stain, tint, tinct[obs], paint, wash, ingrain, grain,
illuminate, emblazon, bedizen, imbue; paint &c. (fine art) 556.
– Roget's Thesaurus: Entry 428 (Color), included in John Donne, Izaak Walton: 'Devotions Upon
Emergent Occasions: Together with Death's Duell', Library of Alexandria, 1926.
[F17] Local-color, value
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(ii) SPECIFIC LIGHT 428. Color. local color, coloring, keeping, tone, value, aerial perspective.
– Roget's Thesaurus: Entry 428 (Color), included in John Donne, Izaak Walton: 'Devotions Upon
Emergent Occasions: Together with Death's Duell', Library of Alexandria, 1926.
[F17] disguise, flesh, blush?
garble, gloss over, disguise, give a color to...
– Roget's Thesaurus: Entry 544 (Falsehood), included in John Donne, Izaak Walton: 'Devotions Upon
Emergent Occasions: Together with Death's Duell', Library of Alexandria, 1926.
[F17] flesh, blush?
blush, suffusion, flesh
– Roget's Thesaurus: Entry 821 (Feeling), included in John Donne, Izaak Walton: 'Devotions Upon
Emergent Occasions: Together with Death's Duell', Library of Alexandria, 1926.
[F18] Broken-color
broken color, secondary color, tertiary color.
– Roget's Thesaurus: Entry 428 (Color), included in John Donne, Izaak Walton: 'Devotions Upon
Emergent Occasions: Together with Death's Duell', Library of Alexandria, 1926.
[F18] baroque-color
b. Rococo-semi-surrealist fragmentation and “all-over” baroque-geometric-expressionist patters of the
art
– Ad Reinhardt: [FIVE STAGES OF REINHARDT’S TIMELESS STYLISTIC ART-HISTORICAL CYCLE],
Unpublished notes, 1965.
gaudy, tawdry, overornamented, baroque, rococo; bedizened, tricked out, gingerbread; obtrusive.
– Roget's Thesaurus: Entry 851 (Vulgarity), included in John Donne, Izaak Walton: 'Devotions Upon
Emergent Occasions: Together with Death's Duell', Library of Alexandria, 1926.
[F18] polychromatism?
[Science of color] chromatics, spectrum analysis, spectroscopy; chromatism, chromatography,
chromatology.
– Roget's Thesaurus: Entry 428 (Color), included in John Donne, Izaak Walton: 'Devotions Upon
Emergent Occasions: Together with Death's Duell', Library of Alexandria, 1926.
[F19] Monochrome, tone down, wash out, bleach, blanch?
#429. [Absence of color.] Achromatism. monochrome, black and white.
V. lose color &c. 428; fade, fly, go; become colorless &c. adj.; turn pale, pale.
deprive of color, decolorize, bleach, tarnish, achromatize, blanch, etiolate, wash out, tone down.
– Roget's Thesaurus: Entry 429 (Absence of color), included in John Donne, Izaak Walton: 'Devotions
Upon Emergent Occasions: Together with Death's Duell', Library of Alexandria, 1926.
[F20] Discolored, pallor, pallid, pale?
Adj. uncolored &c. (see color &c. 428); ...pale, pallid; palefaced...
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– Roget's Thesaurus: Entry 429 (Absence of color), included in John Donne, Izaak Walton: 'Devotions
Upon Emergent Occasions: Together with Death's Duell', Library of Alexandria, 1926.
[F21] Dull, cold, muddy, leaden, wan, dun, sallow?
Adj. uncolored &c. (see color &c. 428); ...dull, cold, muddy, leaden, dun, wan, sallow...
– Roget's Thesaurus: Entry 429 (Absence of color), included in John Donne, Izaak Walton: 'Devotions
Upon Emergent Occasions: Together with Death's Duell', Library of Alexandria, 1926.
[F22] Dead, dingy, ashen, lack-lustre?
Adj. uncolored &c. (see color &c. 428); ...dead, dingy, ashy, ashen, ghastly, cadaverous, glassy,
lackluster; discolored &c. v.
[F23] Blackness, darkness, chiaroscuro?
#431. Blackness. -- N. blackness &c. adj.; darkness &c. (want of light). 421; swartliness[obs], lividity,
dark color, tone, color; chiaroscuro &c. 420.
– Roget's Thesaurus: Entry 431 (Blackness), included in John Donne, Izaak Walton: 'Devotions Upon
Emergent Occasions: Together with Death's Duell', Library of Alexandria, 1926.
[F24] Jet, ink, ebony, coal, pitch, soot, charcoal
jet, ink, ebony, coal pitch, soot, charcoal, sloe, smut, raven, crow.
– Roget's Thesaurus: Entry 431 (Blackness), included in John Donne, Izaak Walton: 'Devotions Upon
Emergent Occasions: Together with Death's Duell', Library of Alexandria, 1926.
[F24] ivory, lamp?
[Pigments] lampblack, ivory black, blueblack; writing ink, printing ink, printer's ink, Indian ink, India ink.
– Roget's Thesaurus: Entry 431 (Blackness), included in John Donne, Izaak Walton: 'Devotions Upon
Emergent Occasions: Together with Death's Duell', Library of Alexandria, 1926.
[F25] Right and wrong
But art dogma is an attempt to say something, it’s right or wrong, and the morality is here.
– Bruce Glaser: ‘An Interview with Ad Reinhardt’, Art International, Winter 1966-1967.
Timeless art-words, a guide to the polarities and art-critics
Art-words
<– good/bad –>
<– right/wrong –>
<– true/false –>
– Ad Reinhardt: TIMELESS ART-WORDS, Unpublished, undated notes
[F25] wrong color
Someone once asked me about color and I used the occasion to mention the number of times and places
in art where color was excluded – Chinese monochrome painting, analytic cubism, Picasso's Guernica,
etc. There is something wrong, irresponsible and mindless about color, something impossible to control.
Control and rationality are part of any morality.
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– Ad Reinhardt: ON ART AND MORALITY, excerpt from ‘The Philadelphia Panel’ (ed. Irving Sandler and
Philip Pavia, ‘It Is – A Magazine for Abstract Art’, Issue 5, Spring 1960, Second Half Publishing Co. Inc.
[F25] makes-no-difference?
When late stages wash away all lines of demarcation, framework, and fabric, with “anything can be art,”
“anybody can be an artist", "that's life", "why fight it", "anything goes", and "it makes no difference
whether art is abstract or representational", the artists' world is a mannerist and primitivist art trade and
suicide-vaudeville, venal, genial, contemptible, trifling.
– Ad Reinhardt: "ART-AS-ART", Art International (Lugano), December 1962, and [THE CONTEXT OF ART],
Unpublished notes, 1963.
[F26] Colorlessness.
Colorlessness in art is not colorlessness.
– Ad Reinhardt: ART IN ART IS ART-AS-ART (Art-as-Art Dogma, Part III), Lugamo Review, 1966.
"Black," absence of "color," colorlessness, darkness, lightlessness
Art of painting vs. art of color (color-engineer, psychologist)
"Painting is black, sculp. is white, arch. is color"
– Ad Reinhardt: “BLACK”, Unpublished, undated notes.
There is just one image, one imagelessness, one plane, one depth, one flatness, one color, one
colorlessness, one light, one space, one time.
– Ad Reinhardt: ‘Poor.Old.Tired.Horse’ no. 18 (Ian Hamilton Finlay, 1966) and THERE IS JUST ONE
PAINTING (Art-as-Art Dogma, Part XII), Artforum (New York), March 1966.

[G]
WORLD?

[1]

World of art, world art, art world?
Best of all possible worlds?
Primary world, secondary-world?
Free, non-servile, fine, non-applied?
Pure, ideal, intellectual, useless, timeless world?
Art-world, ivory-tower, control-tower, art-control?
Wheelers-dealers-world? Collectors-world?
Art-words-world, art-critics, art-critters world?
World of business-before-pleasure-and-vice-versa?
Living, living-it-up, living-it-down, art-world?
Art whorls, whirls, whoreo-heros, parts, rolls?
Painting is more than the scum of its pots?
Can’t you tell your impasto from a holy ground?
Holy smoke.
World-art, all-art, all-of-art, universal-art?
Museum-world, museology, museum-without-walls?
World-of-color-slides, images, pictures, signs, symbols?
Wonders-of-the-world, world-travel, wonder of art?
Wonderful world of Disneyland?
World of imagelessness, voices of silence?
Action-arts speak louder than voids.
The-other-world, this-world, second-hand-world?
Day-in-day-out day-to-day-routine, ritual-world?
Inner world, all-in-the-mind, nothing-out-there?
Outside-world, world-outside-window, watch out?
Anti-world, anti-matter, anti-texture?
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Other-worldly, anti-worldling, anti-happening?
Out-of-this-world world, the other side of creation?
Worldlylessness.
Ad Reinhardt
1. [Note]
Variation on the following (Barbara Rose ‘Art As Art’ pp129 & 130):
[WORLDLINESS]
World of art, world art, art world
World of art, best of all worlds
Primary world, secondary
Fine, ideal, pure, useless, abstract world?
Free, non-servile, fine, non-applied?
Pure, ideal, intellectual, non-practical world?
Art world, ivory tower, control tower
Art control, wheelers-dealers world
Art words, world, art critics, art critters
World of business-before-pleasure-&-vice-versa
Living art, living-it-up, living-it-down world
Whorls, whirls, whirls, wholes, parts
Painting is more than the scum of its pots
Can’t you tell your impasto from a holy ground
Holy smoke
World art, all art, all of art, universal art
Museum world, museum-without-walls,
World of color slides
World of images, symbols, signs, pictures
Wonders of the world, wonder of art
Wonderful world of Disneyland
World of imagelessness, silence
Action arts speak louder than voids
The other world, this world, secondhand world
Day-in-day-out day-to-day routine, ritual world
Innerworld, all-in-the-mind, nothing-out-there
Outside world, window, watch out
Anti-world, anti-matter, anti-energy
Other worldly, anti-worldling, anti-happening
Out-of-this-world world, the other side of creation
* Worldlilessness
– Ad Reinhardt: [WORLDLINESS], Unpublished, undated notes.
In his writings, Reinhardt uses the word ‘world’ to refer to three different types of artist involvement:
world of art/art world; world art/museum world; and ‘the other world’ or ‘Worldlynessness’. In the ‘ArtAs-Art’ texts, Reinhardt uses the word ‘world’ in the following texts:
It's been said many times in world art writing that one can find some of painting's meaning by looking
not only at what painters do, but what they refuse to do.
– Ad Reinhardt: ‘Contemporary American Painting’ (catalogue), University of Illinois, 1952.
Art-as-art is neither in this world nor out of this world. It takes us out of the everyday world and takes us
in from otherworldliness. It is not fact made fancy or fancy made fact, neither matter made mind nor
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mind made matter. It is its own world, own fact, own fancy, own mind, own matter. Not spirit, not flesh,
not sense, not nonsense.
– Ad Reinhardt: [ART-AS-ART], Unpublished, undated notes.
The next revolution will see a scattering to the winds of all local and foreign New York School "pictures of
the passing world" and the permanent and the permanent acknowledgement of universal "pure land
school" paintings everywhere, come heller or high water.
...
Art has never ruled the world.
Art-as-art cannot win the world without losing its soul.
Art’s reward is its own virtue.
– Ad Reinhardt: THE NEXT REVOLUTION IN ART (Art-as-Art Dogma, Part II), Art News (New York),
February 1964.
“By letting go, it all gets done =
the world is won by those who let it go!
But when you try and try
the world is then beyond the winning.”
– Ad Reinhardt: ONE, Unpublished, undated notes (quoting Lao Tzu: Tao Te Ching, chapter 48, translation
Raymond B. Blakney, 1955)
...the artists’ world is a mannerist and primitivist art-trade and suicide-vaudeville, venal, genial,
contemptible, trifling.
– Ad Reinhardt: [THE CONTEXT OF ART], Unpublished, undated notes.
Unworldly, unearthly, immaterial, other-worldly
Anti-world, no-man’s land, a between-world, negative universe
Art as “beyond” and “apart”
– Ad Reinhardt: [CREATION AS CONTENT], Unpublished, undated notes.

World?

[WORLDLINESS]

World of art, world art, art world?
Best of all possible worlds?
Primary world, secondary-world?
Free, non-servile, fine, non-applied?
Pure, ideal, intellectual, useless, timeless world?
Art-world, ivory-tower, control-tower, art-control?
Wheelers-dealers-world? Collectors-world?
Art-words-world, art-critics, art-critters world?
World of business-before-pleasure-and-vice-versa?
Living, living-it-up, living-it-down, art-world?
Art whorls, whirls, whoreo-heros, parts, rolls?
Painting is more than the scum of its pots?
Can’t you tell your impasto from a holy ground?
Holy smoke.

World of art, world art, art world
World of art, best of all worlds
Primary world, secondary
Free, non-servile, fine, non-applied?
Pure, ideal, intellectual, non-practical world?
Art world, ivory tower, control tower
[...] wheelers-dealers world
Art words, world, art critics, art critters
World of business-before-pleasure-&-vice-versa
Living art, living-it-up, living-it-down world
Whorls, whirls, whirls, wholes, parts
Painting is more than the scum of its pots
Can’t you tell your impasto from a holy ground
Holy smoke

World-art, all-art, all-of-art, universal-art?
Museum-world, museology, museum-without-walls?
World-of-color-slides, images, pictures, signs, symbols?
Wonders-of-the-world, world-travel, wonder of art?
Wonderful world of Disneyland?
World of imagelessness, voices of silence?
Action-arts speak louder than voids.

World art, all art, all of art, universal art
Museum world, museum-without-walls,
World of color slides
Wonders of the world, wonder of art
Wonderful world of Disneyland
World of imagelessness, silence
Action arts speak louder than voids

The-other-world, this-world, second-hand-world?
Day-in-day-out day-to-day-routine, ritual-world?
Inner world, all-in-the-mind, nothing-out-there?
Outside-world, world-outside-window, watch out?
Anti-world, anti-matter, anti-texture?
Other-worldly, anti-worldling, anti-happening?
Out-of-this-world world, the other side of creation?
Worldlylessness.

The other world, this world, secondhand world
Day-in-day-out day-to-day routine, ritual world
Innerworld, all-in-the-mind, nothing-out-there
Outside world, window, watch out
Anti-world, anti-matter, anti-energy
Other worldly, anti-worldling, anti-happening
Out-of-this-world world, the other side of creation
* Worldlilessness

Fine, ideal, pure, useless, abstract world?
[section break]
Art control,

[section break]

World of images, symbols, signs, pictures

[section break]

Ad Reinhardt
Published as ‘SHAPE? IMAGINATION? LIGHT? FORM? OBJECT? COLOR?

Unpublished, undated notes in Barbara Rose: ‘Art As Art’, University of

WORLD?’ in Ned O’Gorman: ‘Prophetic Voices, Ideas and Words on

California Press, 1991, pp129 & 130

Revolution’, Random House Inc. 1969, pp149-153
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